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Abstract. Literature data indicate, that the conversion of secondary PM
(particulate matter) precursors are largely controlled by the amount of
atmospheric water vapor, and that higher capacity of water accumulation is
demonstrated mainly by fine particles of anthropogenic origin, rich in ionic
compounds like sulfates, nitrates, ammonia and chlorides, arising for
example from biomass incineration processes. Smaller retention capability
is however typical for coarse PM particles of natural origin, containing lot
of crustal material like aluminosilicates. It is therefore suspect that both –
the size of PM particles and the source of its origin will determine its
hygroscopicity. The quantitative and qualitative measurements of water
contributions in PM for example by means of Karl Fischer titration method
could be therefore a good marker of PM origin. Due to analytical
limitations the identification of water contents in PM and the differences in
water fingerprint between PM collected in different locations is still quite
challenging.

1 The presence of water in the atmospheric PM
An important parameter in determining chemical composition of atmospheric PM is its
water content. The amount of water in PM particles affects: the processes of clouds
formation [1, 2], atmospheric visibility (by influencing PM light scattering properties) [3,
4], its washout from the atmosphere, as well as particles deposition onto the ground. Some
particles due to their hygroscopic properties takes also part in the formation of clouds (they
become a cloud condensation nuclei also known as cloud seeds). If the hygroscopic nuclei
are numerous, water vapor rapidly condenses on them, leading to an increase in rainfalls
over the cities due to the particulate air pollution [5]. Depending on the location and the
size of the PM particles the amount of water in PM can vary from few to several tens of
percent [6–8]. According to the model estimates done by [9], the fraction of PM2.5-bound
water at 50% RH (relative humidity) varies across Europe between 20% and 35%. However
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model calculations at 50% RH, made by [10] reported a somewhat lower water content
(13–23%) for PM2.5 in Switzerland. Weighing samples at a lower RH (about 20%), resulted
in a lower water content (< 10%) in Duisburg, Prague, Amsterdam and Helsinki.
The current state of knowledge indicate, that PM rich in sulfates, nitrates, ammonium
nitrate, chlorides [11–13] or dicarboxylic acids [14, 15] possess greater tendency for water
absorption compared to those containing sand and soot [16]. Results from thermodynamic
modelling indicate that ∼80% of PM-bound water originate from SO42- and NO3−
compounds [17], while the remaining 20% is usually attributed to the residual water
incorporated into organic matter [15]. The chemical aging of initially insoluble or slightlysoluble compounds of OA (organic aerosol) under the influence of water vapor may
enhance their solubility and hygroscopicity, making them more active cloud CCN (cloud
condensation nuclei) – very susceptible to wet deposition [18]. For example, tests
conducted in the Great Smoky Mountains National Park in 2006 [19] indicate, that organic
carbon bonded to PM2.5 particles can absorb up to 5% water under conditions of 45% RH
humidity of and up to 33% under humidity close to 80% RH. The effect of the RH on the
aerosols hygroscopicity is important in obtaining more reliable estimates concerning its
chemical transformations, the formation of the secondary PM species starting from gaseous
precursors and PM migration in the environment. For example high values of relative
humidity (RH) favor the occurrence of acid-base reactions leading to the formation of
secondary inorganic salts [20, 21]. When ambient relative humidity (RH) reaches the
deliquescence point [22] inorganic salts becomes liquid, although under low RH and high
air temperature water evaporate from PM surface causing crystallization of ionic
compounds. It has been proven that PM particles contain significant amounts of water, even
when RH is less than 20% and that acidic water vapor serves to increase the hygroscopicity
of the PM [23].

2 Forms of water occurrence in PM
Many studies conducted worldwide tried to assess chemical composition of PM matter,
which is generally the sum of different compounds like: sulfates, nitrates, organic carbon,
elemental carbon, crustal material, metals and hydrocarbons. The mass closure of those
compounds - ratio of the reconstructed chemical mass to the gravimetrical mass - indicate
however that this sum does not give 100% by weight and usually account for 70–90% of
the PM2.5−10 mass. The remaining mass is partially attributed to mentioned aerosol-bound
water. Owing to practical analytical limitations [24], most networks do not measure liquid
water in PM samples. As a result, the sum of the PM species is often lower than the PM
gravimetric mass [9, 25–28]. Basically, the water in PM occurs as loosely associated
(weakly bound) water, but also as a constitutive (crystallization water) - tightly bound to
particles structure. The weakly-bonded water is the water, which condenses on the aerosol
particles when the relative humidity (RH) increases, while the bounded one is water
remained enclosed in PM compounds. Constitutional water - embedded in the compound
may undergo removal only under higher temperatures, or under the influence of
dehydrating agents. The removal of the built-in (constitutional) water leads to the formation
of another chemical compound [29], for example dehydration of cellulose lead to the
elemental carbon, while dehydration of oxyacids to the anhydrides. This water has a precise
position in the crystal lattice and is generally directly linked to the cation by coordination
bonds. Crystal water is released during heating in a staggered manner; during w new solid
phases are formed.
Water absorption resulted to be relevant especially for fine particles, characterized by
a well-developed surface area [30–32]. The research conducted for example in six
European countries indicate that the unidentified part of the PM 2.5-10 mass, which comprised
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probably of aerosol-bound water varies from 4 to 23% [30]. Due to a smaller amount of
hygroscopic compounds in PM2.5−10 it was stated [30] that the contribution of aerosolbound water in this fraction is much smaller than in PM < 2.5 µm. They also found that less
water is commonly observed in the summer due to low relative humidity. It is also
documented that the formation of secondary hydrophilic aerosols and their growth is the
main cause of mists occurrence in the heavily polluted regions [34]. Under increasing
number of airborne particles and so the likely condensation nuclei – water vapor condenses
on them, leading to precipitation [5]. This phenomenon is especially common in large cities
- heavily polluted by gas precursors and fine particulate matter. Inorganic salts are strongly
hygroscopic and can act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), which favour the formation
of clouds and fogs. Coarse particles (>10 µm diameter) produced by mechanical processes
such as the crushing and grinding of ore, soil resuspension via wind erosion and mechanical
disturbance for example driven by agricultural activities typically contain low amounts of
water. It’s because those particles are generally dominated by crustal matter (Si, Al),
carbonaceous material and sea-salt characterized by a weak polar affinity. Exact opposite
situation concern fine (≤ 2.5 µm) and accumulation mode particles (0.1–2.5 µm) produced
mostly by human activities, for example during combustion processes, through the
condensation of high temperature vapours. Such particles are rich in organic carbon and
salts, and therefore highly hygroscopic. Water mass loading of PM result however not only
from its chemical composition but also from the time, which PM spends in the atmosphere,
so–called residence time. Coarse and fine particulates have widely varying residence times,
and as a result, widely varying distributions [35].
Since fine PM stays in the atmosphere even for a few weeks, and can travel long
distances, its contact with water vapor is relatively long, which favours water uptake. In
contrast to the sub-micron fine particles, coarse particulates due to their larger settling
velocity have a much shorter atmospheric residence time, typically minutes to hours, hence
the amount of water remaining on their surface is thereof much less [36]. The contents of
weakly bounded water changes fluently depending on the multiply atmospheric conditions.
This water is subjected to a rapid quantitative changes, even during the storage of PM
filters in a constant laboratory conditions. Thus, the amount of weakly bound water
molecules cannot be treated as a marker of PM origin. Some part of the water bound to PM
structure is however relatively constant in the conditions prevailing naturally in the
atmosphere and this amount is known as a constitutive water. Such binding is characteristic
for each chemical compound and thus different components of PM capture this water in
other ways. The temperature–controlled heating graphs of different PM samples shows that
free water is desorbed at lower temperatures than bounded water [37]. Therefore the proper
evaluation of PM-bound water allows not only to perform the PM mass reconstruction but
also helps to identify the sources of its origin, since the major components of PM like
organic matter (OC), elemental carbon (EC), secondary ions or crustal material absorbs
water differently. Nowadays the thermal ramp techniques (selective desorption of different
water contributions) helps to apportion different chemical species (retaining water with
different strength) to certain groups of compounds (certain emission sources) [7]. While
testing water contents in Certified Material NIST 1649a (atmospheric particulate material)
using thermogravimetry [26] found, that different water species are released in distinct
temperature ranges. The first two sharp weight losses were observed in the temperature
ranges 80–120°C and 150–180°C, then two wide weight losses were recorded in the range
180–400°C and 400–600°C. When comparing the results from this analysis with the
chemical analysis of the residual matter after different temperature hold times, they found
that at 120°C the concentration decrease of the inorganic ions was negligible, showing that
this range cannot be attributed to inorganic ions. Previous studies also showed that the
release of organics occurs in the first three temperature ranges, while at temperatures above
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500°C dust pyrolysis arises [38]. At 180°C, instead, the mass amount of sulfate remained
unchanged, while a progressive decrease of chloride, nitrate and ammonium residual
amounts was observed. Atmospheric ammonium salts and organic carbon of secondary
origin or sodium salts, of mainly natural origin, show a different thermal behaviour. For
example in case of CuSO45H2O water desorption occurs in three stages: first stage – two
water molecules are desorbed at temperatures up to 80°C. Between 100–120°C another two
molecules are desorbed. The last molecules are split off above 180°C. It is therefore
justified that PM from different sources (for example industrial, mobile or stationary) will
be retaining water differentially, depending on chemical composition. The results of several
preliminary studies show that a simple comparison of the PM evaporation spectra with the
gradual water desorption by an individual PM components and finding their similarities
may indicate probable common source of origin. Based on qualitative or semi-quantitative
comparison of those spectra the released water can be divided into weakly-bounded water
desorbed in low temperatures, originating from secondary organic carbon (SOC) and
inorganic ions, which mostly originate from coal and wood combustion, followed by road
traffic; while those released in higher temperatures can be related to silicates or soot
compounds. These conclusion open the new perspective of the use of thermal desorption
techniques for the discrimination of natural and secondary contributions to inorganic PM.
By using the temperature-controlled heating device it is therefore possible to categorize the
released water into specific emission sources and to distinguished between water in the
surface - adsorption phase and integral (bounded) water.
In recent years, considerable attention was paid to the development of new methods and
models for the proper identification of PM origin. Any cost-effective air pollution control
policy cannot be planned without a robust knowledge of the main contributors to
atmospheric aerosol concentration. The high number of possible sources and the fast
variations of their relative contribution to the atmospheric aerosol make this goal attainable
only if the highest possible number of information about particle dimension, shape and
chemical composition are known. Apart from this the characteristics of the sampling sites
and meteorological situation during the observation periods are also important. Despite the
significant progress made in this regard, particularly important from the point of view of
PM induced health effects the knowledge concerning the origin of fine PM (mainly PM 2.5
and PM1) [39, 40] it still relatively low [41]. This especially applies to the Polish territory,
for which there is no comprehensive research and studies in this subject. Long-term
observation of trends, variability in physiochemical composition of aerosols, including the
water contents and supported by detailed analysis of atmospheric circulation, the history of
air masses and the share of individual sources of emissions in shaping the PM
concentrations in specific locations are the key issues necessary for a full understanding of
the transformation of aerosols in the atmosphere, and predicting the effects of their
presence (including climate change and long-term health effects). Accurate apportioning of
pollutant sources and their components is a critical step toward developing efficient control
strategies and reducing the harmful effects of PM [42]. The research on PM content in
a source-receptor arrangement in different latitudes revealed that its amount is influenced
by both local and long range emissions [43, 44]. Some studies coupled the results from
source apportionment models with the surface wind direction and air-mass back trajectories
to obtain reasonable estimates of possible sources of PM [45, 46]. However, none of those
used a water-contents data to support the inference about its probable origin. Therefore, the
identification of water contents in PM and the differences in water fingerprint between PM
collected in different locations is a quite challenge. Scientific information on the variability
and contents of water in aerosols, originating from different sources is still scarce and such
studies have never been performed in Poland before. In spite of the relevant role played by
water in the study of atmospheric PM, a quantitative determination of adsorbed water was
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attempted only in a few papers [7, 47, 48]. The current expectations concerning indication
the probable origin of PM, especially in highly polluted region of Poland require the usage
of better indicators of its probable sources than only the simple measurements of PM
concentrations or the usage of back trajectory data. The diagnostic tools like concentration
roses, or the direction of air masses inflow are simply not sufficient to properly tracked air
pollution. Therefore the knowledge of physical and chemical properties of PM compounds
between the source and receptor is very useful [49]. Such knowledge allows to pass from
the so-called areas representativeness (stationary sampling points) to the spatial
concentrations distribution. The number of papers on the usage of chemical tools for
tracking the role of individual PM emission sources (including both local and remote
sources) in the formation of water concentrations in ambient PM, is extremely small.

3 PM-bound water determination by Karl Fischer coulometric
titration
For many years a well-known loss of drying method was used for moisture determination.
Apart from low accuracy, especially in case of low mass samples containing trace amounts
of water this method take many hours to be completed. The development of Karl Fischer
titration method allowed to exclude these difficulties. One of the technique which allows to
determine PM-bound water even in trace quantities (ppm to several percent of mass) is
Karl-Fischer coulometric titration. This analytical method is a version of the classical water
determination method, developed by Karl Fischer. The reaction between the titrant and the
sample can be described by the following reaction:
H2O+I2+[RNH]SO3CH3+2RN<=>[RNH]SO4CH3+2[RNH]I
To measure water contents in solid samples like PM collected on a fibre material
a classical titration set is equipped with an oven. In Karl Fischer oven method PM sample is
closed in a special vial with a septum in an aluminum crimp cap and is heated to
a temperature above 100°C under a stable flow of dry intert gas like nitrogen or argon. The
released water is than carried by this gas and tranfered into Karl Fischer titration vessel
containing methanol. Some types of Karl Fischer instruments allows also to provide
a special analysis by utylizing so called ramp temperature programming that can
differentiate surface from bound water or distinguished water originating from different PM
compounds – for example coal bound water, silica bound water, water associated with
sulfates and nitrates and so on. A confirmation of the experimental method could be found
in [7], who sucessfully separated different form of water from PM samples by integrating
traditional Karl Fischer method with a an optimized thermal ramp program (three heating
steps: 50–120°C, 120–180°C, 180–250°C). An identiﬁcation of the type of the released
water was done by applying the same evaporation programme to some hygroscopic
compounds that are likely contained in PM (pure SiO2, Al2O3, ammonium salts,
carbohydrates and dicarboxylic acids) and by comparing the results with those obtained
from ﬁeld samples. A detailed metrological aspects of this method could be found in [7, 27,
50]. A hygroscopicity of quartz fiber filters most popularly used for PM collection
interferes with determination of water content in PM samples. Our research group proposed
a new method which allows to avoid the artefacts related to water bound to quartz filters
[51].
This work was financed by the National Science Centre, Poland in the frame of the Project with the
contract no 2016/23/D/ST10/02705.
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